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Rabin: Well, any news froITl Egypt?
Kissinger: The only news I have is that Sadat cancelled the trip we had
planned for Abu SiITlbel and cancelled the dinner we were giving.
Allon: It's not ko s he r •
Kis singer: I think they want to plan for the contingency••••
Allon: This is ITlost un-Arab.

For the Arabs, hospitality is first.

Kissinger:
That's right. They cancelled the dinner for tOITlorrow.
were going to COITle back here anyway.

We

I asked our AITlbassador in DaITlascus to give us his estiITlate of the
Syrian reaction to ITly visit. And he said: [reading froITl DaITlascus 1010]
"AtITlospherics during and after your ITleeting yesterday were distinctly
better than on March 9. I have only a few observations of the Syrian
reaction during the general ITleeting. The Syrians started off in a notably
ITlore relaxed fraITle of ITlind. I can only aSSUITle Asad ITlust have been
doing SOITle hard thinking about your March 9 presentation and consulting
with his colleagues about US-Syrian relations and in particular your role
in the peace process.
"Asad, while ostensibly addressing you, exploited the presence of
his close advisors to detail his views on the necessity for peace and his
conviction that since Syrians as a people needed peace 'we will continue
to ITlove in the direction of our convictions.' You noted no one deITlurred
when he invited theITl to COITlITlent on this theITle. "
It was the only tiITle since I ITlet hiITl that he has done this.
Dinitz: He learned froITl you.
Sisco: He got as ITluch dis sent!
Kissinger: [continues reading] "EITlotionally loaded words about 'begging,'
'honor,' and 'dignity' were notably absent froITl Asad's vocabulary yester
day. I noted only one echo of the earlier ITleeting in his as sertion that
'peace is not surrender •••• peace is the condition in which no one feels
injustice is being done to hiITl. II
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Then, "US-Syrian relations, II based on a conversation he had with
Haydar-- at the first meeting he was extremely nasty. "Haydar observed
that Syria must signal its peaceful intentions to Israel principally through
the US. Direct reconciliation with Israel is out of the question for the next
fifteen years. 'There is not a single family in the states surrounding Israel
that has not lost a close relative in the conflicts of the past fifty years. '
But practical, pragmatic reconciliation between Syria and Israel with the
US as the intermediary is possible. II
On Syrian-Palestinian relations, the Ambassador said that "setting
up such joint commands might just as logically serve to radicalize Syria
instead of moderating the Palestinians. Haydar said no, they don't have
that much strength. II I draw no conclusion.
Rabin: After last night's meeting, we discussed among ourselves, and while
there were certain lirn.its re sulting from resolutions of the Cabinet, we must
work in their framework. What we say now is subject to approval of the
Cabinet, if there would be a positive response.

.'-....--

The first thing not approved by the Cabinet is what I said on ABC
we are ready to evacuate the passe s and the oil fields in the context of a
clear-cut commitment to nonbelligerency. I would support it in the Cabinet.
Either lithe parties renounce all acts of belligerency, II or they agree "not to
re sort to the use of force and to resolve all disputes between them by
ne gotiations and other peaceful means and they will refrain from all
military or paramilitary actions. II This is anyway in the disengagement
agreement. [He hands over Israeli memos on non-use of force at Tab A].
Kissinger:
Rabin:

This is acceptable to this group?

Yes.

Kissinger:

I understand this is subject to approval of the Cabinet.

Rabin: Secondly, this corn.rn.itment should not be limited to the time of the
peace-making process.
And third, the que stion of duration.
You asked us about the Gamasy line. What is the problem with the
Gamasy line? We had a disengagement agreement; they have their line -
line A, the present line -- and there are lirn.ited forces there. Now, in
the process of movement towards peace, he wants to have more sOldie({«-o
fO·~O /
and closer to the Sinai.
Q
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Kissinger:
Rabin:

4.

It shows the paradoxical nature of hum.an life.

[Laughter]

How do you show m.ovem.ent towards peace with m.ore soldiers?

Kissinger: After the first SALT agreem.ent, when we asked Congress for
an increase in our strategic force s, Senator Symington said that if there
is another arm.s lim.itation agreem.ent like this, we can't afford it.
Rabin: We m.ight m.ake a change in the deployment of force s and increase
the buffer zone at the expense of our area.
Second, regarding the oil, we m.ight consider a third group or three
party practical arrangem.ents in the supplies and production of oil.
Peres: They have the wells and we shall have the oil.
Rabin: And som.ebody would be in between.
I believe unless we know the reaction to these three basic problem.s,
we can't go into the details on UNEF, etc.
Kissinger:

No, it's senseless. Unless there is a new idea.

Allon: There was a new idea, in Yitzhak's presentation.
Rabin: Not on the UNEF extension.

We have to have an idea on the duration.

Kissinger: One is the duration of the agreem.ent; the other is the m.andate
of....
Peres: The supervisory force.
Kissinger: There are two separate problem.s. I think we have the beginnings
Of how to handle the duration of the agreem.ent -- "until it is superseded by
another agreem.ent" or "a peace agreem.ent. " It give s it in face an unlim.ited
duration.
On the UNEF duration, we haven't an idea. We thought last night of
using the Observer m.echanism.. Joe, who knows the UN better than any of
us, says it wouldn't work.
Allon: There we are better off with forces.
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Sisco: We could end up with the same problem and with a weaker physical
presence. It would still have to go through the Security Council.
Peres: There are two basic differences between UNEF and Observers.
Observers are part and parcel of the UN administration, inherent in the
general budget of the United Nations administration. Number two, the
difference in voting. With the UNEF, it must be renewed annually; with
Observers, it goes uninterruptedly unless it is cancelled.
Sisco: On the first point, the budget is not a Security Council problem at
all. It has never been a political problem. The past UNTSO operation
was an adjunct to the armistice agreement. It's true it's been going on as
ad infinitum, open-ended. But to shift now from the UNEF to this, we
would first have to get the same open-ended com.m.itment from Egypt and
the Security Council.
Kissinger: The Egyptians can't reque st an open-ended commitment from
the Security Council. UNTSO is, first, on sovereign territory. But the
Egyptians might be able to go to the Security Council to ask for an open
ended Observer force where it could not do so for UNEF. Because it means
fewer people, there is less invasion of sovereignty. Maybe we could
explore it.
Peres: The character of the territory is the question of whether it's a
demilitarized zone, which is a question of sovereignty, or whether it's a
buffer zone, which is no one's area. This question stands on its own.
Since we have our doubts, and they have, let's postpone it.
Rabin: No, we can explore it in a non-committal way.
Kissinger: If they reduce the presence from 4500 to less than 1000, that's
all you could get for Observers. You will have to pay for the duration in
numbers, and you create a precedent for Syria.
Rabin:

Let's leave it for the next phase.

Allon: By accepting the idea that the agreement remains valid until the
peace agreement is reached, it solves the phrasing problem - - but it
doesn't solve the problem that within a few months Egypt will raise new
demands. There must be some understanding, if not in the agreement,
that for a certain number of years there will be no new demands. ~fOA
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Kissinger: It would be possible if it were not for Geneva.
go to Geneva and not ask for the 167 borders.
Allon: But not to make new demands for a new withdrawal.
face a new crisis in six months or one year.

They canlt

Otherwise we

Dinitz: WeIll face a crisis in 1977 unless we have provisions.
Kissinger:

You will face a crisis in 1977 in any event.

Peres: Itls the difference between jumping and swimming.
belligerency it l s jumping.

Without non

Dinitz: In the desert, swim.m.ing?
Kissinger: We have two problems: Is this proposal jumping or swim.m.ing?
And is either one achievable in the desert? [Laughter]
Brezhnev told me that Vietnam seemed to him like a man who was
in the mud up to his ankles. Somebody said, "Whatls the problem? "
The answer was, "He dived in head first. II [Laughter].
Peres:

Jumping is making movements.

Swim.m.ing is making progress.

Kissinger: The problem has two aspects. IT there are differences between
Israeli and American perspectives, it is that in Israel you have to be able
to sell it; in America, any agreement will be popular. The second
problem is what is the quid pro quo? In my judgment, the significant quid
pro quo isnlt on paper; itls in the management of the future process.
Failure will lead to high probability of the U. S. losing control of the
process, and will face Israel with choices compared to which the quid pro
quos are trivial. But that is a question of judgment; it is not an argument
that is easy to use.
Peres: Mr. Secretary, there is no argument between you and us on whether
we should seek a settlement. We all are for it, in the most certain way.
What we are concerned about is the morrow of the agreement. IT Sadat on
the morrow of the agreement says, "It is just a military agreement, we
gave the Israelis nothing, we will get arms from the Russians, we will
form the same coalition. II • • •
How many times can he sell the open·
of the Canal?
<?-' F
()
.-J

Kissinger: Once a year.

[Laughter]
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Peres: I never wanted to hear Aida so often!
Kissinger: I was never a fan of opening the Canal anyway, as long as he
rebuilds the cities.
Peres: If he will make political moves, you will find here a cooperative
group of people. But we have to be convinced he is ready to make serious
moves. We have to take risks, and face our people. We don't want to
look like complete fools a month later. We can1t match him in visions.
Rabin: We were forthcoming in terms of territory; he is not forthcoming
politically.
Peres:

Yes.

Rabin: The basic issues are: One, the formulation I've put, second, its
relation to what is attainable for him in terms of territory; and three,
duration, duration on two levels - - of the agreement and the UN force.
Kissinger:
Peres:

Last night! didn't think there was enough to go to Egypt with.

You see that Rogers criticized you.

Kissinger:

My predecessor?

Peres: He says what you are doing is not as elegant as his plan, that you
are going to end up with a worse version of his plan. And he was prepared
to guarantee Israel. [Laughter]
Rabin: In Israel, when former Foreign Ministers criticize, they criticize
Prinle Ministers.
Peres: Nothing succeeds like a successor!
What Eban is saying is Ilyou are compromising both peace and
territory. My policy compromised only territory. II It has a ring to it.
Allon: We are discussing the policies of two ex-Secretaries of States.
Peres: Maybe we can reach an agreement.
Since you say we are going to face a crisis in 1977••••
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Kissinger: That is inherent in the dynam.ics of the situation, regardless
of what is in the paper. H you sit tight, you will face it; with a diplom.acy
of m.ovem.ent, m.aybe you can avoid it.
Peres: There will have to be an understanding between the U. S. and
Israel. One of Sadat's strategic objectives is to lessen the ties between
the United States and Israel.
Kissinger: No question.
Peres: He has m.any expressions which sound pleasing to the Am.erican
ear. We don't.
Kissinger: That's not m.y im.pression from. your papers.
Peres: We are pluralistic. Our words are a com.m.itm.ent.
really thinks we need a governm.ent.
Kissinger: And everyone can be Prim.e Minister.
a Prim.e Minister is a challenge!

No Israeli

The m.ere existence of

Allon: Our Prim.e Ministers are a very stable system..
Peres: Since you are against him., why fire him.?
Allon: Golda could have stayed.
Rabin: But all were forced out, except the one s who died in office.
Peres: When Eshkol died, Ben-Gurion said, "I don't want to go to his
funeral, and I don't want him. to go to m.y funeral." [Laughter]
Kissinger: I don't think there is m.uch sense in going m.uch further this
m.orning. What I should do is go to Egypt this afternoon. I will then convey
what I understand, and see what I can get. I'll com.e back tom.orrow
evening. I'll go to Riyadh Wednesday. It would be good if we can prevent
a visible breaking up. Maybe the Cabinet m.eeting should be Wednesday
I'm. not telling you you have to have one.
I plan to m.eet with Sadat tonight and tom.orrow. We will arrive
here at 3:00, and could m.eet at 6:30 or 7:00 here tom.orrow.
Rather than have a Cabinet m.eeting tom.orrow night, if you could
have it Wednesday.
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Rabin:

I don't want the impression of night m.eetings of the Cabinet.

Kissinger: Then if we handle it skillfully, it won't be an atm.osphere of
a crisis either in Aswan or here. By tom.orrow we will know what is
likely to happen. This way we are best prepared for whatever m.ay
happen.
Allon: This is a crucial flight. What are you going to tell him about the
UN, about the Em.ergency Force? And second, what will you tell him about
the econom.ic and political warfare? Will there be som.ething in the published
text, or som.ething between Israel and the United States? Because econom.ic
warfare is som.ething very dam.aging to Israel -- and I want to stress it. We
can com.prom.ise on publishing it, but I don't think he should agree to som.e
thing he can't defend publicly.
Rabin:

They announced that he let four com.panies in.

Kissinger: Really?
Rabin:

It was announced in Cairo.

Reduction of the standing arm.y is of great im.portance.
Kissinger: Did they increase it?
Gur: It was 900,000 in the last war. He has reduced it to about 700,000.
He is reorganizing it now, with m.any com.m.ando and assault units.
Kissinger: I do not exclude that, regardless of whether these proposals
are sensible or not, Sadat m.ay conclude that the negotiation will not succeed
and he m.ay m.ake a dram.atic reversal. It could happen in the next 24 hours.
I don't think it is probable but I don't exclude it. Even if your proposals
are the basis of discussion. He thinks he is at the lim.its.
I have had an uneasy feeling about this negotiation since the
beginning, on both sides. My associates know this.
I don't think you should m.odify anything.
Allon: Maybe he wants it but he can't.
Kissinger: Just keep in m.ind that this could happen when I'm. not here.
Since it's only an hour-and-a-half flight, if we could hold the com.m.e-......,,-O-A~
~.
()
until we get together to discuss it.
0
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Allon: What will you offer him.?
Kissinger: I think I should concentrate on the m.ajor elem.ents, and say
that it depends very m.uch on what he is prepared to offer. I'll give him.
yours.
Peres: The two points -- that it lasts until superseded by a peace agreem.ent,
and the duration.
Rabin: It is in the footnote.
Allon: How will you handle the absence of linkage between Egypt and
Syria?
Kissinger: Up to now, he's not asked for any linkage except in the clause
about your not attacking Syria.
Rabin: It is unacceptable.
Kissinger: He's agreed to treat that in a separate clause. You have m.ade
the correct point - - which Gam.asy has accepted - - that this can't apply to
a war of attrition. That you cannot be treated as attacking if you retaliate
in a war of attrition. Gam.asy has accepted that that is ••••
Peres: What if Syria attacks Israel?

There is no answer to that.

Kissinger: Excuse m.e, I think it is clear, from. what they have in m.ind,
that if Syria attacks Israel, Egypt will not attack.
Peres: They m.ay have it in m.ind, but it's not in the draft.
reference in writing. That is an im.portant point.

There is no

Kissinger: But if a country com.m.its itself not to attack, except when it is
'attacked••••
Allon: How do we define who attac ks whom.?
Kissinger: That is a serious problem..
the disengagem.ent agreem.ent.

One idea is to have Israel reiterate

Rabin: What if there is no disengagem.ent agreem.ent?
Kissinger:

No, to use the phraseology of it.

SECRET /NODIS / XGDS
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Peres: Could there be an undertaking by both not to wage an aggressive
war?
Kissinger:

But how do you define an aggressive war?

Allon: Both will appoint you.
Peres: Or "will not attack." "Not to resort to force or aggression. "
Rabin:

"Any warlike action.

II

Dinitz: "Aggression" will not solve the problem, Shimon, because they
always say it is not a war of aggression but for self-defense.
Allon: Have you given up on joint patrols?
Kissinger:

I haven't pursued it.

All on: Should you leave it to the next phase?
Kissinger: No, I could ask him.
think he understood "patrols. "

Because he said he didn't exclude it.

I don't

Dinitz: He is a military man.
Kissinger: He was in uniform.

Like Gur.

Dinitz: The pres s is coming back from Egypt to report on the deteriorating
economic situation there.
Kissinger:

Yes.

Allon: It is the worst since Farouk.
Kissinger: Our people say their inefficiency is monumental.
Allon: So he needs peace.
Kissinger: Absolutely.
Peres:

The standard of living in Egypt was reduced last year by 7%.

Kissinger: The standard of living?

SEGRET/NODIS/XGDS
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Yes.

Gur: Not Sadat's. [Laughter]
Kissinger: What do we say to the press?
Rabin: That we continued the discussions that were started last night, that
we gave you our ideas. Not "concrete" ideas.
Kissinger: And I'll now bring these Israeli ideas to Egypt.
reestablishes the synunetry.

So it

Can I see you for two minute s?
[The Secretary and Prime Minister Rabin conferred alone in the
Prime Minister's private office from 11:13-11:25 a. m. In the
meantime Under Secretary Sisco and Foreign Minister Allon
discussed outstanding issues of bilateral relations:]
Sisco: We are prepared to proceed on the Joint Business Council.
Second, we are prepared to proceed on the waiver of the Buy American
Act.
Atherton: Not a blanket waiver but a new formal group which will present
opportunities to bid on defense procurement contracts. On a case-by-case
basis.
Allon: Officials or businessmen?
Atherton: Officials.
$isco: We support in principle an increase in the activities of the Bi-National
Science Foundation and we are prepared to negotiate how this can best be
funded. As a matter of procedure, rather than attempt to negotiate the
details by March 19, we would get hold of our Under Secretary Robinson
and he would get in touch with your pe ople.
Atherton:

L

Frankly, Joe, we have internal problems of sorting

out.

Sisco: Fourth, on desalting, both sides agree in principle we are prepared
to proceed with the technical plant, and will consult on the implementation~
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Dinitz: Could we have som.e reference to proceeding?
Sisco: We can cable to Sim.on that we see no problem..
Next, Israel's eligibility for supply under the AID offshore procure
m.ent program. can be announced.
Allon: On desalination, the sum. of $20 m.i1lion was decided a few years ago.
Sisco: Many years ago.

1968.

Allon: In prices, the cost will be m.uch,m.uch higher than it was then.
So we should take this into account when arranging the financing. Am. I
right?
Sisco: My advice is to take what you have in hand.
Allon: So the joint team. will also study the cost involved.
Dinitz: Of course.
Atherton: Certainly.
Sisco: I donlt think we should include this boycott language in the
conununique at this point. We honestly want to have a free hand in
dealing with our friend Sadat; and we think this would - - even the earlier
language - - interfere with our quiet action.
Dinitz: May I m.ake an objection?
Sisco: Yes.
Dinitz: This is a central issue, for us and for the public. After the President
'and Dr. Kissinger spoke on it, to do this -- not to have anything in the
Joint Conununique between the U.S. and Israel -- would be a regression.
Allon: President Fordls statem.ent we very m.uch appreciate.
Sisco: It was a good statem.ent.
Allon: It would be im.possible to swallow.
Sisco: We feel quite firm.ly on this point, Yigal.

SEGRETINODIS/XGDS
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Allon: It can be phrased without any reference to Egypt.
[Dr. Kissinger and Prim.e Minister return at 11:25 a. m..]
Sisco: Mr. Secretary, we think this is no tim.e to raise this in the
com.m.unique. What is the date of Rabinowitz's visit?
Allon: Maybe next m.onth.
Kissinger: If it is after the negotiation, there is no problem. whatsoever.
Keating: He told m.e the 19th or 20th.
Peres: Mr. Secretary, on the m.issing bodies, can you tell us how it
will go?
Kissinger: I'll try to get it settled on this trip.
negotiation blows up, he won't do it.

But realistically, if the

Rabin: This is som.ething -- your m.an of vision -- that he keeps 39 bodies
that he has already com.m.itted to in the disengagem.ent agreem.ent.
Kissinger: Why don't we see what happens?
Peres: I checked the prisoners. We can do a little better than I told you.
I think we can give som.ething like 20 prisoners. I told you 8.
Kissinger:

I'll do m.y best.

Sisco: Mr. Secretary, you are right.

Rightly or wrongly, Yitzhak.

Rabin: Rightly or wrongly?
Sisco: Wrongly.
Rabin: To keep 39 bodies and they use them. for b1ackm.ailing. it is
unbelievable, and Dr. Kissinger talks about the m.an of vision.
Dinitz: He didn't say it was good vision!
Kissinger: I've given you m.y assessm.ent of Sadat on m.any occasions, and
I think it is reasonably accurate.

SECRET /NODIS/XGDS
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Dinitz: I understand our Minister of Finance is not planning to leave for
the United States the day after tom.orrow.
Kissinger: Good.

Then there is no problem..

Dinitz: But I'd like to take away the public tension. The Minister is
postponing the visit since Dr. Kissinger and our Am.bassador are here,
and as far as the issues between us, all are settled.
Kissinger: Good.
Allon: Whether the negotiations succeed or fail.
Kissinger: Whether the negotiations succeed or fail, you can consider the
boycott statem.ent settled, and any agreem.ent that is foreseen you can
consider settled regardles s of the outcom.e of the negotiations.
What should we say to the press?
Allon: We considered our proposals and you listened to our ideas and you
will take it to Egypt.
[The m.eeting ended. ]
[En route to Ben-Gurion Airport that afternoon, Foreign Minister
Allon gave the Secretary a revised form.ulation on non-use of
force. See Tab B.]
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Egypt and, Israel hereby undertake in the rel ations between themsel yes ~
I
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not to resort to the use of force and to resolve all disputes between
them by nkgoti'ations and other peaceful means: They
all militlry

I

o~ paramilitary
action's,
.: . .
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from any warlike

and any .other fonms of warfare.
. .
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a~d hostile acts
.
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(2)

U::!:1m'taklngs regarding the duration of the egrct.-'T.ent.

(3)

T(~'J.r.:wt·:c:; r.-:couniza thnt the con1lict bG~.-t.:en th~ car-not b~

!:olve4 by force.

~.

(a)

This is not

B. peacd 8grC8m2ot it is a ~1g"if1cant

step

tm'!3'l"d~ just nnd 1asting peace bch!e~n thGJ (in cccordanca ••• ete.)
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NON-USE OF FORCE

Egypt and Israel hereby undertake in the relations between themselves
not to resort to the use of force and to resolve all disputes between
,

them by negotiations and other peaceful means.
i

,

They will refrain from permitting encouraging ' assisting ,or participating
in any military, paramilitary or hostile actions, from any warlike or
hostile acts and any other form of warfare or hostile activity against
the other Party anywhere.

Note: This undertaking will not be linked to anything (duration,
peace process etc).
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
BRIEFING PAPER

~EG:tET/i~ODrs

CHECK LIST
AS\'lan, March 17

General Observations
'~

1.

In Syria:

-,

•

You found the ton'e of the meetings somewhat less
sharp;
Asad seemed more thoughtful about what might be
involved in another negotiation, although he is
still not thinking in precise terms;
You told Asad of the progress made in Israel on
recognizing that Syria cannot be excluded
although simultaneity is impossible, and Asad
seemed to regard this as a positive development.

2.

King Hussein argued strongly that success in this
Sinai negotiation is essential. Because of his
currently close relationship with Syria, you told him
firmly of what·you are trying to achieve for Syria.

3.

As for the Israelis, some general points:
Rabin I s 'political position .is. such that he feels
under great pressure to demonstrate that there is
more in the way of concrete steps toward peace
in this agreement than in the disengagement
agreement.
Rabin again apparently avoided seeking a firm
Cabinet position except for authority to cOntinue
the negotiations. so the negotiating team
continues to be out in front of the Cabinet.
Just to report: Rabin explained the press play
over the weekend as necessary to put the heavy
press play from Egypt in perspective.
f;;::}L\~:: Ti;;-:D

E.O. 'r

~; ~.;

t·,
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~p~cific"

4.

Po:'r:ts

Prisoners a~d bodies.
Peres said this mornin~ that the
number" of ;r:soners Israel could consider releasing is
about 20. The Israelis have asked that you find out
exactly what procedure Egypt wants to follow in working
out the arrangements on the prisoners and the bodies.

0.

-3
j.

;Je;::;C::~:2.t~or::;.
You characterized the Egyptian positior\s
t.u'c di:: !:ct; pr2sent the EGyptian paper. The Israelis
contin~ed to concentrate cn the issues which they
have e:::.;:[-"asized from the outset:

a.

Non-use of force. They continue to regard a
cor:::-:-.=- ":"I'i1ent to th0- essence of non-belligerency as
esse~~ial.
However, they recognize President Sadat's
problem. They have given you a formulatiop (Tab,·A)
whlc~ Rabin said he would be prepared to recommend
the Cabinet approve.
They are also considering the possibility of
including Sadat's earlier formulation that both
sides recognize that the conflict between them
cannot be resolved by force.

"

They are concerned that this not be qualified.
b.

Duration. Two elements of this issue have been
Ide'ntified:
Duration of the ~greement: (1) It is helpful
to include the idea that·this ag~eement will
remain in force until superseded by a peace
agreement.
(2)
In addition, the Israelis
want to understand that they will not be pressed
for another withdrawal for some specified period
by the threat of abrogation of the present
agreement.
Duration of the mandate of the UN force: vIe
discu~sed v~rious ways of insuring that the
force will not be removed.

c.

L

B~deplo~~.!:!t

lines: 'rhe important new element here
is that Rabin has authorized you to say he is
prepared to recommend to the Cabinet, if satisfactory,
formulas can be.achieved on the non-belligerency issue,
that Israel agree to withdraw from the oil fields
and passes. On redeployment of troops, we still do
11')t have a satisfactory position, although Rabin is
willing now to consideT forl,vard movement of Egyptian
forces at least through the present UN zone. {NOTE:
Rabin 1 s pos i tion remains that he 'lIQuId support \vi th
dra'.'Jal from the oil fields and the passes in return
for non-be 11. igerency . Short of that, he i s tal~.i,~~~~.,
/,<.,.:~~"
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(1) ~gyptian

troops advancing only through
present UN zone to the present Israeli line
a:-ld (2) Tlthree-party arrangements" in the oil
~~e

f~21ds

.)

,

Gur remains very much interested in discussing
overall force levels.
d.

Re12tion to Syria.
The language on the non-use of force would
take care of Egyptian-Israeli hostilities.
Israel seems willing to consider a statement
that it will remain committed to the pledges
in the Israeli-Syrian disengagement agreement.
The Israelis feel there needs to be some
understanding about what Egypt will do if
Sy~ia attacks Israel.

e.

Buffer Zone.
The Israelis remain intent on specific measures
for policing the buffer zone in addition to the
UN force, although it was agreed to leave those
aside for purposes of today's discussion.
You did, however, say you would try to clarify
the issue of lOint patrols.

f.

Specific Steps Toward Peace.
You said Friday you would raise the question of
whether goods as well as people could move
freely between Gaza and Sinai and Egypt proper,
although this may be too detailed to raise
today.

6.

Summation: You recogni·ze we are moving very slov/ly,
but you have succeeded in moving the Israeli negotiating
team. If Sadat can agree to the present formulation
on the non-use of force, you will try to persuade the
Israelis this is as far as Egypt can go on this general
point and will press them to decide concretely on a
basis for continuing the discussions.
/:,:;::-~
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Q.Q.ntinuing

7.

You will p~obably not want to raise these today, but
just to keep them before you, here are other issues
which have been mentioned and are pending:
a.

The Egyptians will want some understanding about
Israeli naval activities in the Gulf of Suez.

b.

The Israelis have the view that the Mixed Co~~ission
should have supervisory responsibility. The
Egyptians see it as advisory or complementary
to UNEF only.

.

8.

Issue~_

Some of the specifics of non-belligerency -- of which
Canal usage and political and economic warfare seem
to be most important to the Israelis -- will have to
be dealt with more specifically at a later date.

.
~

3.

NON-USE OF FORCE

Egypt and Israel hereby undertake in the relations between themselves,
h

not to resort to the use of force and to resolve all disputes between
them by negot i at i onsand other peaceful means. They will refrain from
"'all military or paramilitary actions, from any warlike and hostile acts
and any other forms of warfare.

NOTE

This undertaking will not be linked to anything (duration,
peace process etc) .

..
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ADDITIONAL

mJDERTAKltJGS

(1)

This ~gree:1ent will remain in'force until superseded by

(2)

U~dcrtar<1ngs regarding the duration

(3)

r(:'3. r-~r'i;'k3 r<=cofjnizQ thtlt the con111ct bannzen them car.not ba
~o1\1ed

by

peace

the agreement.

force.

(a)

This is not a peaca

(b)

-r.:;fo7'cncas in

r~arch

or

8

n~jrc8Tlent

it is a s'1gnif1cant stop
toutlV'ds just nnd lasting peace bch1e~n thGiil (in ~ccordaneQ ••• etc.,
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PROPOS ED ~1AIN ELEMENTS OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN EGYPT AND ISRAEL

(1)

Agreement
(1)

~o

stand on its own two feet

The agreement will be bi-lateral between Egypt and Israel.
It is not linked to an agreement with other Arab countries
and does not cr~ate a pattern for other discussions or
settlements. Neither are there any priqr conditions attqched
to its acceptance.
proposed agreement is not the final settlement between
Egypt and Israel, but further settlements are not an el~ment
or an jmplied condition to the execution and continued
validity of this agreement until superseded by a new agreement.

Th~

-

(2)

~rogress

,

towards peace

The app~oach to peace and the further development of element~ of
peaceful relations, ~ill find its expression in suitable
fonnulation and in concrete and practical arrangements.
It is proposed that the agreement refer to its declared aim Of
the furtherance of peace between the parties and to its being
a significant step t~wards the establishment of a just and lasting
peace between Egypt and Israel.
Furthermore, the concret~ arrangements based on the agreement
which will express and reflect this progress towards peace will,
inter alia, be as follows:

- 2 

(a)

~.

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)
"( h)

'.

(3)

Open bridges for tourists, family visits, goods etc.
Non-restriction on ships, planes or trave11ers
because of call or visit to the territory of the
other party.
Abstention from hostile propaganda.
Suspension of economic warfare and boycott practices.
Cessation of anti-Israel diplomatic pressures in
third countries and internationa1 bodies.
Freedom of navigation on high seas, straits and
waterways and freedom of flight over them.
Right ofp~ssage through the Canal.
Eitablishment of Joint Committees with supervision
teams to oversee execution of agreement.

Non-use of force
The agreement will express the resolve of the parties to refrain
from any further threat or use of force against ~ach other and
the decision to settle all disputes between themselves by':
negotiations and other peaceful means. The document will contain
the undertaking of the renunciation of belligerency, clearly
and in its appropri,ate lega1 wording. The agreement will be:made
public.
Both parties will add a formal guara~tee that they wiil not
participate, directly or indirectly, in any hostilities between
the other party and any other state or forces or provide :
assistance of any kind to states or forces involved
hostil iti es.

(4)

Arrangements on the ground
(a)

"Fhe area evacuated by Israel will be established as a
buffer zone between the forces.
(b) A defined area of limited armaments and forces east of
the new line will be established .
• (c) The present area of 1imited armaments and forces west of
Line A, established by the agreement of January 1974, remains
unchanged.

,

- 3 
.\
( OJ

Supervision will be carried out by the UN and by the
Joint Committees and Supervision teams established
(see 2 (h) ) .

(e)

Alert systems of each party in the vacated zone to
prevent surprise attack is proposed.

(f) There will be aerial reconnaissance missions by aircraft

of both sides.
(g) The arrangements will be contained in a Protocol attached
to the agreement.

".

(5)

Duration
(a)

The agreement will be in force until superseded by a new
agreerrent; no time-limit to the present agreement will
be set.
(b) Egypt will give an undertaking via the USG that it will
not defuand a new agreement or a further withdrawal for
an agreed period.·
(c) The mandate of the supervi sory organ wi 11 be for an
indefinite period.
(d) There will be an agreed timetable for the implementation
of the agreement. ~tage one will be a preparatory one.

(6)

Relation to Geneva
The agreement should find its expression in the position of
the parties,if and when the Geneva Conference is renewed. The
intention of the parties expressed in the agreement~ generally
and in its detailed prQvisions, has to find its continued
effect in the approaches and attitudes taken in Geneva, in
a way to be agreed upon.
:~.

4'

4

•

(7)

Lines
The question of the lines will be developed subsequently,
after the consideration and discussion of the six points
mentioned above and on their basis.

11.3.75

c
Desirous to reach ultimately the final and just peaceful

•

..

settlement prescribed by Security Council Resolution 339 and
as a significant step towards that end, Egypt and Israel agree
to conclude the following disengagement agreement:
,

1-

,

The agreement should include total withdrawal of Israeli
;i

forces to the east of the pas3es and from all the oilfie1ds

:I
~ I
Ii

including the town of El Tor.

iI

2-

T~e new lines will be dr !lwn on the fOllO~ing~ ba'sis:
a)

The Israeli forces "'ill withdraw from thkir present' line

to a new line east of the pisses1
b)

. I

The Egyptian forces will move up to the western entrance

I

of the passes 1
The area between th "! Egyptian 'line and

c)

•

..

t~e

Israeli line

.i

will be a zone of disengagellent in whic:h the Un1ted Nations
Emergency Force

'(UNEF)

t

will be stationed1

i

. --

The area between the new Israeli line and a line 10 ki10

'd)

I
I

. ,meters to the east of it will be limited in armament and forces:
I

The area between the new Egyptian line and a line io ki10

e)

i

"

i

I

.

meters 'to the west of it will be limited in armament and forces.
'

.
3-

Israel and Egypt would be p~epared to give a formal assurahce

in writing to the

u.s.

Government of their intention not to
1

undertake military or paramIlitary operations for the duration
J

'of this agreement and as long as the process for reaching a just

.

/-'~"'R:-;>"

,

and durable peace is continuing in accordance . with th~Jtette~~
'..,c.D
r
ani! +-he spirit of Sp.f"!Hritv COl1nci' 'Resolution 33'S' a~d '{:>ther ./
1

~

.'"

,.

.

".'

4-

Israel should undertake not to initiate rni1it~ry or para~ilitary

G?0rations against Syria: in the event that this undert~king is
violated by Israel, Egypt will fulfill its obligations towards Syria.

5-

Nothing in this agreement would prevent Egypt from exercising

its right to self-defence unde~ article 51 of the Charter.

6-

The President of the U.S~ is expected to give his assurances

to President Sadat that the U.S. will actively exert their efforts
in ord~r that a further disengagement between Syria and Israel
takes p·lace before the middle of 1975.

7-

The united Nations Emergency Force will continue in its function

as long as the efforts towards a just and peaceful settlement are
proceeding and, towards that end, its mandate will be extended
annually.

8-

The two parties will cooperate with the UNEF Chief of Staff

and agree that th~ir:mi1itary representatives meet with him if
necessary in the zone of disengagement to discuss problems
. arisi.ng from the implementation of this agreement.

9-

The Israeli withdrawal will be implemented in such a manner

as to indicate the wi11in9ness of the Israelis to demonstrate
their desire for peace, namely that no roads or installations

I

•

cr equipment of the oilfields be destroyed or trapsferrcd from
their present location either to Israel or the remaining
occupied territories.

10- The agreajent should have as an annex a fixed time-table



indicating the various phases of the implementation
of the agree
....
'.

ment bearing in mind that the full implementation should be
termined within three months of the signat'lre of the
agreement and that Egypt receives all oilfi~lds within two
weeks of the signing of the present agreeflent •
•

11- Nothing in this agreement precludes t\e ~econvening of the
Geneva Conference which is to take place it the earliest possible
date with the participation of all the pecties concerned for
the purpose of reaching a peaceful settlenent of the Middle East
problem in accordance with Security Council Resolution 338.
i

12- The parties agreed that no just and durable peace in the
Biddle East could be achieved without the
, "participation of the

.

,

Palestinians.

13- This agreement is not regarded by Egypt and Israel as a final
peace "agreement.
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~

Israel and Egypt would be prepared to give a, 'formal assurance
!

in writing to the

U.s.

Government of their

inten~ion not to
, ,
;

,

resort to the use of force for the duration of this agreement and
.

;

as long as the process for reaching a just and durable peace is
I,

continuing in accordance with the letter and the!; [spirit
of Security
i
't'

i:

Council Resolution 338 and other relevant UN resolutions.
:i
I'

,

;

Ii

I:

_.

AL'$RNATE PARAGRAPH FOUR
""

4-

I

i

I

.:

Israel should undertake not to resort to the use of force

I

a~'ainst Syria: in the e~nt that this undertakingtI is violated
I
b~' Israel, Egypt will fulfill its obligations towards Syria.
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-SECRET NODIS CHEROKEE
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS:

GOE SIDE:
President Sadat
Foreign Mini ster-' Fahniy
General Gamasy
US SIDE:

Secretary Kissinger
Under Secret~ry Sisco
Ambassador Eilts
STIDJECT:

Meeting beti1een President Sadat and
Secretary Kissinger

PLACE:

ASl'lAN, EGYPT

DATE:

March

17, 1975

SYHIA

The Secretary first reported on his meetings in Syria.
They, he recounted, had been less strained than last time.
President Sadat called this "remarkable." The Secretary
'related thut Asad had initially sought to o'btain the same
points as before. He, the Secretary, had explained why this
"las impossible at the present time. A simultaneous agreement
''lould get no one anything. He needed time.
The tall~s in Syria had been in two stages, one "Iith
Asad and the entire group and the second ''lith Asad alone.
In those meetings, they agreed that Asad might be ,.,illing to
accept, if not the full Disengagement Agreement, at least
an interim afSreement. ASB,d responded that he is "lilling to
move tm:t";;rd peace, but that it is difficult. \'lhen meeting
"lith Asad alone, the Secretary told the Syrian President that
the Golan problem is different from that of Sinai. Intellect
ually, there are two kinds of solutions: one that is local
and limited and excludes the settlements; the other that
inc::t.ucles them. rrhe latter "Jould unquestionably be traumatic
for the Israelis. It means they would in effect be agreeing
to give up the Golan. Asad said that i·lithout Immdne; the

SECRET NODIS CHEROKEE
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specific facts he could not, of course, commit himself.
Asad agreed ,'lith the theory, hm'lever, and expressed
readiness to talk \,li thin that framework.
The Secretary said he explained to Asad that so
far as an Egyptian-Israeli agreement is concerned, Israel
is asking for political things '''hich Egypt cannot g. ve,
while Sadat is asking for military things whfch the Israelis
cannot give. Asad said this shm'1s that, had they moved
simultaneously-:;-Ee', Asad, could have led the \'lay in some
political matters. Sadat observed that, to the contrary,
A.sad wquld have blocked.it.
The Secretary continued that Asad is agreeable to
talks. HO·Never, Asad ".rants an exact schedule, which the
Secretary cannot give him. Asad finally agreed that if the
Secretary comes one more time on this trip, this \'lould be
acceptable. Thereafter, Asad began "auctioneering,"
i. e. the Secretary should come back t1.'lO weeks later to
complete the agreement. The Secretary had pointed out
that he could not do so.
The ·follmdng day, PriHin Haydar -- in Khaddam IS
absence in· Cuba -- spoke \'li th Ambassador Murphy to say
that if an agreement is concluded fairly quiclcly, the
Syrians ''1ill not cause any great difficulty for Egypt.
A direct peace with Israel is not possible for Syria
for 10 or 15 years, but a pragmatic step-by-step approach
is possible. For that, the Syrians need the US and \'lant
good relations "lith the US. Although Ambassador Murphy
earlier felt that the Syrians might go to \'lar after the
last meeting, they ''-Tere much calmer this time. 'l'he
President noted this is very II encouraging. II The"""""Secretary
said that, in the presence of others, Asad had made a

commitment to him to",ard peace. Negotiations are possible,
but they cannot be called disengagement talks.
JORDAN
Speaking of his visit to Jordan, the Secretary noted
that Vinogradov had just been there to urge the Jordanians
to go to Geneva. Hussein reminded the Soviet diplomat
that Jordan is bound by the Rabat decisions. Vinogradov
said the Soviet Union is not, only by the UN Resolutions.
If Jordan comes to Geneva, it can negotiate for the
"lvest Bank.
.

'.
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The Secretary noted his assumption that Zaid Rifai
will report everything to the Syrians. The President
agreed. The Secretary had asked the King's advioe on
hO\'1 to proceed. Hussein indicated that it is important
for Soadat and all of us that negotiations proceed and a
separate agreemen1? be ree.bhed.
o

0

0

EGYFTIAN-ISRAELIoTALKS
Alluding to his talks in Israel, the Secreta~ said
he first "fished to outline the situation there. In the
'Secretary I s view', Rabin genuinely w'ants an agreement· and
peace. For the first time, the Secretary said, he could
see how peace might be made between the Israelis and
the Arabs and even on the basis of the 1967 frontiers.
This \-lOuld, of course, take some time. In Israel, Rabin's
popularity is down to 30 percent·, "'ihich is a political
liability.
Allon is also for peace, but more inclined to proceed
in interim stages. His popularity rating is also dovm.
Peres' popularity has increased to 70 percent. He
is a threat to Rabin and Allon and is playing tactically
to become Prime Minister. He has the least understanding.
While Clever, he does not see the strategic picture. So
far as Gur is concerned, the Chief of Staff is not l'lorried
about the Syrians, but only about Gamasy.
All of these Israeli leaders have nailed themselves
into positions. Rabin and Allon have said in the Knesset
that they must obtain non-belligerency as the price of
evacuatIon and Peres has done the same. The Israeli
Cabinet is undistinguished. There are massive domestic
problems.
Rabin, in -the Secretary's vim.." is looking for a "laY
to conclude an agreement and at the same time give himself
some prestige. The Israelis construe concrete ideas as
pressure. Within one hour after his arrival, they had put
out a negative statement. The Secretary then met \'lith the
press and publicly expressed surprise since the Israelis
had said no such thing to him. There had been long meetings
on Friday, Sunday night and 110nday morning,with the Israeli
negotiating team o
SECHET
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- The basic problem, the Secretary continued, is
t"lO-fold: a) if the Israelis i'li thdrai'T, thewbelieve
Sinai should be demilitarized. Therefore, Gamasy's
ideas are a problem not only in the longer, but also
in the shorter term; and b) everything proposed thus
far leads to concrete results for Egypt. They attach
. importanc.e to having at least· a paper "lith some benefits
for them. Rabin, in the Secretary's vie,'l, is ahead 'of his
negotiating team; the team is ahead of the Cabinet. The
Cabinet has never authorized any territorial offer other
than that of last December. The negotiating team appears
to accept evacuating the passes and the oilfields, but as
a buffer zone. Rabin is beginning to accept some of
Gamasy1s ideas.
c

The negotiating team -- not the Cabinet -- agreed
to t"10 propositions on the military side: ·First, the
Egyptian line can move fOTIrard, thus far only to the present
Israeli line. The Secretary gave his personal impression
that it can probably be moved somevThat farther forward.
pecond, some redistribution of Egyptian forces ct'tn ta.ke
place ," though details. 1'1ere not discu.ssed. Rabin seemed
agreeable to having the line go to someh'here in the
present Israeli zone as 'Nell as having additional Egyptian
deployment in the Egyptian zone. Conceptually, this is a
big move for them.
They knew that a non-belligerency statement cannot be
given. However, some statement that they can use that
carries some of the same implications is "lanted. The
Secretary had discussed the Egyptian formula of not resorting
to the use of force. President Sadat reiterated his agreement
to a statement about refraining from the use of force.
The Secretary then shovled the President the formulations
that the Israelis had provided. He noted that if we can meet
their concerns, this ";QuId probably mean rapid progress.
He also referred to the President's earlier public statement
that force cannot settle the Arab-Israeli dispute and
thought something along these lines might help.
The essential clements, the Secretary recapped,
are: a) signing is a step in the process of peace and
b) elaboration of the non-resort to force concept the ,-ray
~t is in the Disengagement Agreement; c) they agree that
it should be superseded by another agreement a.nd are willing
to put these into the peace process language; d) they aT~·:;;· .
....".- ,-'.'

L
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still hung up on the UNEF duration. They agree it
should be extended annually, but are concerned that the
Egyptians v1ill colluQ.e vli th the Soviets to arrange to
veto it. If so, they would be disadvantaged. The
Secretary also n<;>ted that they 1'lill doub tless have all
kinds of points \1hen ",e negotiate the details.
'Presiden t Sadat asked. if tl),ey had given any concrete
proposals? The Secretary noted that they had given their
version of a non-belligerency statement. On the duration,
t hey agreed that it be in force until superseded by
another agreement •. They ~lso want. peace and agree that
this is not a peace agreement, but a significant step
and theY1<B.nt some statement tha.t conflicts \"ill not be
solved by military forceo Duration, UNEF and non-belligerency
statements, the Secretary stressed, are the three essential
elements. If they are solved, the military side will find
rapid solutions.
President Sadat read the Israeli formulations and
obviously did not like them. Sisco pointed out that the
language in the second Israeli draft eliminated any reference
to bclligerency~ The Secretary noted this is another version·
of their non-belligerency idea. President Sadat observed
that they had dropped some of the phrases from the fi~st
draft. The first draft he thought, "laS absurd; the
second, he first said, rr'maybe. II
Fahmy intervened to say the second draft is more than
non-belligerency. Its emphasis is on creating relations
beti'leen Egypt and Israel. This emphasis is in fact in both
papers. He pointed out seven -:±tems in the second Israeli
draft l'lhich, 1n his viel';, means more then non-belligerency.
They mean a peace treaty.
The Secretary said that the Israelis believe they
have stated less.
Fahmy asked what is the implication of all "\oJ'ar-like
acts." President Sadat echoed the theme that the Israeli
paper is more than non-belligerency.
The Secretary said he did not give them the specific
Janguage which Pr~sident Sadat earlier had given him.
'1'he Israelis would simply give it to the press and complicate
matters. Instead, he had described it. They had not given
them a formal statement.
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After some moments of reflection and in view of the
President's obvious unhappiness~ the Secretary said that
we have reached a point i'There the only practical "qay to
advance is if the President provides a maximum statement
for him to take back to see i'lhat they i'lOuld' say. The President
agreed. On the basis of their reaction~ we can then agree to
continue or to stop. ,!!le secretarr said if' tlWY have s9me
quaifications, the President migh wish to consider them.
The Secretary recalled the statement he had taken down
during an earlier private meeting with the President. If
something like that could be combined with some of the
Israeli ideas~ this could help.
The President indicated his understanding that there
are t,,'lO main points of difference: First, the non-resort
to war; Second~ the ·duration and UNEF ..
The Secretary cautioned that i'Then ",e get to military
there will be "auctioneering." The Israelis
have not given them any firm lines. In his view~ the
stronger the statement) the easieF the military lines will
be.
details~

The President also understood that the Israelis have
agreed that the Egyptian forces might move to a point near
the Israeli lines. The Secretarx replied in the affirmative
and said they have agreed to some deployment of forces~ but
have not supplied details. He had indicated the line should
be moved closer to the passes.

v

The President asked "rho will be at the eastern end of the
passes? The Secretary responded that the closer the
Egyptians are to the \':estern end, the closer the Israelis
will i'lant to be to the eastern entrance. The President
asked if this is on a reciprocal basis or whether the Israelis
will give the UN more areaon the easte The Secretary
responded that he had as yet not asked the Israelis to drai';
a line.
His understanding is that they i'lant the major part
of the passes in UN hands. They would probably be at the
eastern entrance~but this i'lould depend on whether the
Egyptian forces "lere.
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The President observed that this could mean that if
the Egyptians move to the Israeli line, they may ask
for their line at the eastern endo The Secretary
recalled that the President had last~me agreed that if the
Egyptian forces are permitted to the \'lestern entrance, he
would have no objection if the Israelis are on the eastern
entrance.o . President Sadat called this Gamasy' s proposal
and indicated it. was 'agreeable only as a last resort. The
Secretary said they had not yet gone that far. They are
still tying everything to the belligerency idea. They do
not think conceptually. The idea that the Egyptian lines
should move for-Nard is a ne,\1T one to them.· They accept
this in principle, but in the first attempt have only
agreed to Egyptian fon'lard movement as .far as the UN line
is.
President S.adat, \'lho \'laS visibly disturbed by. this,
said the Israelis should be under no illusions that they
will remain infue passes. Their remaining in the easte~n
end will be only as a last reDrt. He "lOuld prefer that
they have the arEa of limited :fOrces east of the passes and
give the UN some area.
BOYCOTT .
,
Fahmy recalled that the President had agreed that
there "lOuld be a selective lifting of the boycott. This
would begin \·li th Ford and then perhaps later Coca-Cola
and/or Zerox. Hovlever, this coull not be given in '1ri.ting
even to the US. It could only be oral.
The Secretary and the Presiden7. then met privately
for about 20 minutes. Thereafter, it "laS agreed that the
t"lO sides vmuld meet again on Tuesdo.y, March 18,prior to
the Secretary's departure later that same day.
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